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Design of an inverted moth-eye structure for antireflection
We design an inverted moth-eye type graded index structure for the microwave propagation GHz. To meet the anti-reflection condition for the quarter wave coating, the coating thickness and the effective refractive index should be 3.93 cm and 0.95 respectively. In order to achieve a particular effective refractive index, we fill the waveguide partially with Teflon to control the geometric filling factor. Specifically, we fill the waveguide with three Teflon regions (yellow) symmetrically spaced as in Fig. S1 -b. For the TE10 mode propagating along the waveguide, these filling Teflons form a periodic lattice that suppresses higher mode excitations. The propagation constant β of the TE10 mode through a partially filled waveguide is determined by the characteristic equation [1] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) In designing an inverted moth-eye structure, we fixed the height of a moth-eye to 3 cm (arbitrary choice) and carved Teflon into a taper shape with staircase sides as in Fig. S1 -a. Taper length at step is given in Table S1 . b. Partially filled waveguide with periodically spaced Taflon. To justify the assumption of a non-magnetic metamaterial, we determined the effective permittivity and the effective permeability simultaneously using the experimental data and the numerical root finding technique without making any assumption on µ eff . Fig. S4 shows the measured effective permeability for PPL and NPL. It shows clearly that µ eff ~1 in the frequency range from 2.0 -2.2 GHz which is the range of our concern. Below 2.0 GHz, magnetic resonance affects the system so as to cause a deviation of the experimentally measured reflection spectrum from a theoretical prediction based on a non-magnetic assumption.
